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A numericalmodel was usedto simulatethe bottom Ekman layer of a continentalshelfregion. The

basisfor the modelwas the Mellor and Yamadalevel2« turbulenceclosurescheme.Conservation
equationsfor momentum,turbulent kinetic energy,and turbulent length scalewereutilized in the model.
The model was used to simulate data taken from a Cyclesondemooring on the Peruvian continental
shelf in May 1976 as part of the Joint II Coastal Upwelling EcosystemsAnalysisprogram. The Cyclesondeprovided mean horizontal velocity, temperature,salinity, and pressuredata. An intensepoleward undercurrentdrove the bottom flow regime.The most strikingfeatureof the data was the clockwise
Ekman veeringof velocityvectorsas the bottom was approached.A 48-hour period was chosenfor the
model simulations.The vertical profile of speed(48 hours mean) simulatedby the model fell within the
error bars of the data. The correspondingEkman spiral displayof the model resultsalso showedgood

agreement
withtheobservati.
ons.

current meterslocated at depthsof 33, 62, 84, and 109 m. Its
The studyof bottom boundarylayerson continentalshelves locationwasnear the Cyclesondemooringto be described.
has been motivated by questionsconcerningfrictional effects
OBSERVATIONS
upon shelfcirculation[e.g.,Brink et al., 1978], sedimenttransINTRODUCTION

The measurements to be described were taken off the coast
port [e.g.,Nowell,1983],and coastalecosystems
[e.g.,Rowe,
1981]. Several observationsof the bottom boundary layer of Peru as part of the Joint II CUEA program [Van Leer and

have been made on continental shelvesin the past few years.
Locationshave includedthe west Florida shelf[e.g., Weather-

ly and Van Leer, 1977; Mercado and Van Leer, 1976], the
Oregon shelf [e.g., Kundu, 1976; Huyer and Smith, 1978;
Smith, 1981], the northwestAfrican shelf [e.g., Smith, 1981],
and the Peruvian shelf [e.g., Brink et al., 1978, 1980; Smith,
1981].The featurecommonto virtuallyall of thesestudieshas
been Ekman veeringnear the bottom. The degreeof veering
and the vertical extent of the bottom boundary layers has
varied, however.

The modelingof bottomflowson continentalshelveshas
progressed
substantiallyin recentyears.Successful
modeling
effortssuchas thoseby Smithand McLean [1977], Weatherly
and Martin [1978], and Bird et al. [1982], have in fact stimulated the present study. The complexitiesof naturally oc-

curring geophysicalfluid dynamicalregimesand/or insufficient data have often precludedthe testing of models.Few

Ross,1979] from May 27 to 29, 1976. The time period of the
presentstudywaslimited on the basisof the criteria' (1) availability of continuousCyclesonderecordsand (2) steadinessof
the flow externalto the bottom boundary layer. The site of the
observations,15.1øSand 75.5øW (C-27), and the bathymetric
data provided by J. J. O'Brien are shown in Figure 1. The
slope angle is less than 0.5ø and the bottom is relatively
smooth.A Cyclesonde(autonomousverticalprofiler)provided
mean horizontal velocity,temperature,salinity, and pressure
data with a vertical resolution of 3 m. Data were vertically
averagedin 5 m bins.Details concerningthe Cyclesondemay
be found in Van Leer [!974, 1976]. Relevant rms error estimatesfor absolutespeedand direction accuracyare + 1 cm/s
and + 3ø,respectively.
The Cyclesondemooring(C-27) was locatedin water of 100
m depth approximately4.5 km offshore.Two profiles were
taken

each hour

to within

3 m of the bottom.

Data

were

recordedwithin the Cyclesondeand were transmittedin real
time to a surface buoy mounted transmitter. Data were receivedand recordedon shipboardand later were transmitted
by satelliteto Miami for processing.
A Cyclesondemooringis
illustrated in Figure 2.
The bottom flow over the Peruvian continental shelfduring
able to model simulation.
The focusof this study is the velocitystructureof a bottom the period of interestwas driven by a polewardundercurrent
boundarylayer;however,generalreviewsof the physicalocea- which waspredominantlyalong isobaths.This is confirmedby
nographicobservationstaken during March-September1976 other data taken by Brink et al. [1978]. The core of the underat the JOINT II Coastal Upwelling EcosystemsAnalysis current generally had maximum speedsranging between 30
(CUEA) site have beengiven by Brink et al. [1978] and John- and 50 cm s-1. The core was locatedapproximately12 km
son[1981]. A mooring,Mila II, referencedin thoseworkshad offshore and was centered at about 100 m below the surface.
The undercurrentappearedto extendto within 1-3 km of the
shore and down to the bottom boundary layer. An average
Copyright1984by the AmericanGeophysicalUnion.
onshoreflow of about 5 cm/s (above bottom boundary layer)
was observed,and transport was offshorewithin the bottom
Paper number 3C1717.
0148-0227/84/003C- 1717505.00
boundarylayer. Occasionalperiodsof wind-drivenupwelling
studieshave obtained high vertical resolutionmeasurements
of temperature,salinity, and velocity structureconcurrently.
Consequently,it has beendifficultfor theory to be compared
with observations.The presentwork was motivated in large
part by the availabilityof a data setwhichis unusuallyamen-
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Fig. 1. Bottom topographyof Joint II CUEA region off the coastof Peru (after J. J. O'Brien). Isobathsare in meters.
C-27 indicatesthe siteof the Cyclesondemooringusedfor the presentstudy.

or downwellingoften coincidewith local wind events.However, local wind forcing was apparentlynot important in establishingthe mean interior flow which was steadyfor the
period of interest(a wind event occurredsubsequently).
The
salinity was nearly constantin time and uniform in space;
thus, density variation was dominated by temperature
changes.Information concerning the horizontal physical
structurewhich was derivedfrom the completeset of observationsmay be foundin Van Leer andRoss[1979] and Johnson
[1981]. In addition,Preller and O'Brien[1980] have utilizeda
two-layerprimitive equationmodel to investigatecirculation
during the period.
The Cyclesondetemperaturedata were compiledas time
seriesat severaldepths.These seriesindicatedthat temperature was nearly steady state with only a slight increasein
temperaturewithin the lower 35 m. The 48-hourmeanvertical
profile of temperatureis shownin Figure 3. The stratification
in the regionmore than 35 m abovethe bottom exceededby

more

than

5 times that

within

35 m of the bottomß The

Briint-Wiis•il•i
frequencysquared(N2) for the bottom 35 m
was 1.9 x 10-5 s-2. Weatherlyand Van Leer [1977] have
definedbottom homogeneouslayers as regionswhere vertical
gradientsin temperatureare lessthan 0.10øC/5m. A value of
0.04øC/5m was obtainedfor the bottom 35 m of the present
data, which indicatesthat a bottom homogeneouslayer existed. A dynamicparameterrelevantto flow stabilityis the layer

Richardson
number,Rir.= N2/(shear)
2. Rir.wascomputed
as
a functionof depth and time from the data. The verticalreso-

lution,Az = 5 m, usedfor computation
of N 2 and shear,is
quite coarse and hence leads to higher values than those
derived from the more conventional gradient Richardson
numbers [see Evans, 1982]. Nonetheless,over two thirds of
the Ri•. valueswithin the bottom 35 m werelessthan 1. Above
the bottom 35 m, however,Ri•. was almost always considerably greater than 1. There was consequentlya barrier to
mixing beginningat about 35 m abovethe bottom. The depth
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basisof a 72-day mean' however,a direct determinationof the
bottom boundary layer depth was not possiblefor their data
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The thicknessof the bottom boundary layer has often been
estimatedby the relation
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[e.g.,WimbushandMunk, 1970;Weatherly,1972] whereu, is
the friction velocity estimatedby 0.03G to O.05G [e.g., Weatherly et al., 19801,where G is the geostrophicspeedoutside

the boundarylayerandf= -3.8 x 10-s s-• is the Coriolis
parameter.Using G - 24 cm/s for the presentdata, valuesof
h = 76-127 m are obtained. Weatherly and Martin [1978]
have forwarded the following expressionfor the boundary
layer thicknesswhich accounts for stratification outside the
bottom boundarylayer
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Fig. 2. Cyclesondemooringusedduring the field program.

of transition between the two regions was nearly invariant
with time throughout the 48-hour period. The speed time
serieswas averagedover the 48-hour period resultingin the
vertical profile shown in Figure 4. A shear zone may be seen
in the region of transition at 65 m depth. The observationsare
displayedin the classicalEkman layer plan view of Figure 5a.
Once again it is apparent that the bottom boundary layer
extendedto about 35 m above the bottom. The veeringwas
relatively uniform with depth, and the veer angle was 23ø
betweendepthsof 65 and 95 m. The data of Brink et al. [1978]
for the Mila II mooring indicate slightly lessveering on the

o

sentative value in the interior and substitutingother values
appropriate for the presentdata, h varies in the range 16-26
m. Weatherly and Martin [1978] have cautioned that their

expression
maybeinvalidfor No/If I > 200.Thepresent
value
of No/lfl is about 260. The latter formula for h gives more
reasonableestimatesthan equation (1), but, as specifiedby
Weatherly and Martin [1978], the parameterrange of validity
has been exceeded.One would expectreducedbottom boundary layer thicknessesfor greater values of N O as argued by
Weatherly and Martin [1978].
SIMULATION

The presentstudyutilizedthe level2« versionof the Mellor
and Yantada[1974] turbulenceclosurescheme[e.g., Bluntberg
and Mellor, 1981;Melior and Yantada, 1982]. This model and
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Fig. 4. Observed48 hour mean vertical profile of speed.Error
bars wereestimatedfrom manufacturer's
specifications
for speedand
vertical averagingof 5 m. Modeled 48 hour mean vertical profile of

temperature accuracy.

speedis shownwith a solid curve.
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be small for the observational period, and, hence, inclined
bottom effectshave not been included[seeBird et al., 1982].
The key Reynoldsstressterms may be written in the classical
eddy viscosityform

Observed
U Vs.V

[ •,'•x•

Meanof 48 hr. Series

I \\XX%•.

Days 148- 150

,•

C-27

•

-

8u

8u

--wu= K•t• = qlS•t
r3-•-

(5)

-wv= K•t• = qlS•t
8'•-

(6)

and
ß õ0

O-

where K•t is a turbulencedependenteddy viscosity,q is the
squareroot of twice the turbulent kinetic energy,and I is the
turbulentmacro-lengthscalewhichis proportionalto the integral length scale.S•t is a form functionwhich is dependent
upon the turbulence;its expressionfollowsfrom closurehypotheses.The value of S•t for the present simulationswas
nearly constantand equal to 0.4. The equation for turbulent
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Fig. 5a. Observedmean zonal velocity versusmean meridional
velocity.Velocity error bars reflect absolutespeedand directional kineticenergy,TKœ = q2/2,is givenby
accuracyas well asuncertaintydue to verticalspatialaveraging.

its slightlysimplercounterpart,level 2 version,have beenrelatively successfulin simulating atmosphericand oceanicdata
[e.g., Mellor, 1973; Mellor and Durbin, 1975; Worthern and
Mellor, 1980; Clancey and Martin, 1981; Warn-Varnas et al.,
1981; Martin, 1982]. More specifically,the level 2 versionwas
used by Weatherly and Martin [1978] to simulate bottom
boundary layer data taken with a Cyclesondeon the west
Florida continental shelf [Weatherly and gan Leer, 1977].
Bird et al. [1982] have also usedthis model for a study of the
bottom boundary layer over the eastward scarp of the Bermuda Rise.Mellor and Yamada[1982] have indicatedthat the

r3t--OzqlSq
•zz
(q2/2)
8q2/2818
1+ Ps-•

(7)

whereSqis a stabilityfunctionequalto 0.051S•t,Psis shear
production given by
•SU

•c9V

P•= -wu•-

wvc9z

(8)

and e is the dissipationrate or
• -

q3

(9)

B•I

level2« versionof the modelhas a greaterpredictiverange whereB• = 16.6is an empiricalconstantwhosevalueis based
than the level 2 versionand that the macro-lengthscaleequa-

upon laboratory data [Melior and Yamada,1982]. The turbu-

tion of level2« seemsto be superiorto the algebraiclength lencemacro-lengthscaleequationis
scaleequationof level2. For thesereasons,the level2« version seemedappropriate for the presentstudy. The details of
the model have been described by Blumberg and Mellor
[1981] and Mellor and Yarnada[1982]. A brief descriptionof

r3(q21)
[qlSq
r3(q21)]
q3W
•t -•zr3
•z I +E•lPsB-•- (10)

and W is a wall functiongivenby

the model follows.

The mean zonal and meridionalmomentumequationsmay
be written

W = 1 + E2

as

8U

(11)

8

c9•-f(V- V•):•zz
(-•uu)

(3)
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148-I•;0_
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27
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8

•

0-•+f(V - Vo)= •zz(-wv)

(4)

where z is the vertical coordinate, t is time, U and V are the

65

meanzonalandmeridional
velocitycomponents,
U0and Vo
are the correspondinggeostrophicvelocitycomponents,and
-wu and -wv are the vertical turbulent Reynoldsstresses.
Incompressibilityis assumed,and all mean advection terms
havebeenneglected.
Boundarylayerscalingleadsto the omissionof horizontalgradientterms.The primarymotivationof
the presentstudywas to modelthe bottom velocitystructure.

On thebasisof theobservations
andevaluation
of N 2 andRiL
describedearlier,the bottom boundarylayer (bottom 35 m)
was modeled as a homogeneousturbulent flow. Hence, heat
exchangeand buoyancy effects have been neglected.The
cross-shelf
isothermsloperelativeto the bottom appearedto
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Fig. 5b. Modeled mean zonal velocityversusmean meridionalvelocity. Depths in metersare indicated.
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The valuesof empiricalconstantsE• and E2 (1.8 and 1.33,

respectively)
are basedupon laboratorydata [Mellor and
Yamada,1982] and tc- 0.40 is the von Karman constant.The
wall proximitylength,L, is evaluatedfrom
1

L

1

-

z-d

1

+

D-z

•[

Modeled
K•4,],TKE

•L

Days 148-150

[

Mean of 48 hr Series

.-.'•cy• c-27

(12)

where D--100 m is water depth and D- d = 35 m is the
verticalextent of the modeledflow. In the vicinity of a boundary, I and L are proportionalto the distancefrom the boundary. Note that W • 1 far from boundariesbecauseL >>I. The
macro-lengthscaleis basedupon the integralof the two-point
correlation function. The macro-lengthscaleclosureassumptions are more difficult to support than the others.Nonetheless,using this form severalsimulationsof turbulent flows
have been shown to be in good agreementwith experimental
data [Mellor and Yamada, 1982]. It • should be noted that
(asidefrom the roughness
parameterwhichmustbe chosenon
the basisof the bottom environmentor data) only laboratoryderived empirical constantsare utilized in the turbulence
model. Hence, no empiricalconstantshave been adjustedfor
the presentsimulation.
The generalnumericalschemeis describedby Blumbergand
Mellor [1981]. The presentsimulationutilized 41 vertical
computationalgrid pointsfor the simulatedregion.The distribution of the grid pointswaslogarithmicin order to optimize
the resolutionnear the bottom, and the coarsestspacingwas 1
m. The computationaltime stepwas 1 hour and the duration
of the run was 96 hoursto assurethat a steadystatecondition
was achieved.The flow was driven by a constantgeostrophic
current taken from the data at 35 m above the bottom. To

minimize inertial oscillations,the geostrophiccurrent at 65 m
depthwasinitiatedwith a ramp function(time)for an inertial
period as suggestedby Weatherly and Martin [1978]. The
finite differencemean velocityboundaryconditionis givenby
In [(D - z1)/Zo]
(U1, V1)= (U2, V2)
In [(D - z2)/Zo']

1987

(13)

where subscript1 refersto the grid point nearestthe bottom
and 2 refersto the next highergrid point and z0 is the velocity
roughnessparameter [Yarnada and Melior, 1975]. Unfortunately, evaluationof z0 from Cyclesondedata was precluded
becausethe measurementswere only to within 3 m of the
bottom and thus outside the logarithmic layer. However, a
free-drop camera was used to photograph the bottom which
was characterizedby fine silt sedimentwith roughnessrelief, 5,
estimatedto be lessthan 1 cm. Hence, utilizing the expression
z0 = 5/30 [e.g., Wirnbushand Munk, 1970] a value of z0 = 0.03
cm was usedfor the primary simulationdescribedhere.
The modeled speedprofile is shown in Figure 4. The model
results fall within the estimated rms error levels of the Cyclesonde.Observationsand model results are shown in plan
viewsof the velocityvectorsin Figure 5. The observedveering
betweendepths of 65 and 95 m is about 23ø comparedwith
approximately20ø for the model. The differencebetweenthese
two anglesis comparableto overall directionalaccuracyof the
Cyclesonde.The veering is dependentupon the model eddy
viscositywhich is shownin Figure 6. The functionalform has
minimum valuesat the bottom and top of the boundary layer
and a maximum value about midway. The turbulent kinetic
energydecreaseswith distanceabove the bottom where shear
production is maximum. The macro-length scale increases
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Fig. 6. Modeled values of eddy viscosity,turbulent kinetic energy,
and macro-lengthscaleversusdepth.

with distancefrom the bottom and from the top of the bottom
homogeneouslayer. This is consistentwith the conceptthat

eddy sizeincreaseswith distanceaway from boundariesand
turbulencesources.The modelededdy viscositymay be somewhat too low near the top of the boundarylayer becauseof
underestimatedmomentum flux and slightly too high in the
interiorportionof the boundarylayer becauseof the homogeneity assumption.
Bottom stresswas computedby applyingequations(5) and
(6) near the bottom. The magnitudeof the modeledbottom

stressis 0.69 dynes/cm
2 and the directionis -57.4 ø true or
20.4ø to the right of the geostrophicvelocity vector at 65 m.
Unfortunately,it is not possibleto make comparableestimates of bottom stressfrom the present data set. Another
importantparameteris the drag coefficient,C•00, basedupon
the velocity 100 cm above the bottom. The model predictsa

valueof 3.4 x 10-3 whichis in the rangeof values(10-3 to
10-2 with mean 3.1 x 10-3) reportedby Sternberg[1968].
The frictionvelocityis 0.82cm/sor u,/G- 0.035whichis in
the range 0.03-0.05 commonlyobserved[e.g., see Weatherly
et al., 1980].
DISCUSSION

A number of competingfactors which contribute to the
momentumflux are presentin the actualgeophysical
environment [e.g., Nowell, 1983]. Not all of these have been consideredfor the presentstudy.The periodof modelsimulation
waschosensuchthat a relativelysimple,thoughgeophysically
relevant, flow state existed.However, tidal, internal and inertial wave, and advectivemotionswere presentin varying de-

grees[Johnson,1981]. Therefore,model test caseswere also
driven with the hourly mean velocityat 65 m depth in order
to examine the effectsof time varying external flow. Little
differencebetweenthe 48-hour mean and hourly mean driving
resulted(e.g.,2% differencein speed).
Another relevant questionconcernsflow sensitivityto z0.
Model runs were done with valuesof z0 ranging up to 1.00
cm. Differencesof lessthan 5% in speedand veeringangle
resulted.However, bottom stresswas greater for z0 - 1.00 cm

(0.87dynes/cm
2)thanfor Zo= 0.03cm(0.69dynes/cm2).
This
is consistentwith the fact that the value of C•00 was significantlygreaterfor z0 - 1.00cm than for z0 = 0.03 cm (C•00 -
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6.4 x 10-3 comparedwith C•00= 3.4 x 10-3). Thesevalues Mellor, G. L., and T. Yamada, A hierarchy of turbulence closure
still fall within the range reported by Sternberg [1968] and
agree with general trends between z0 and C•oo shown by
Sternberg[1972].
Other simpler turbulence parameterization schemes are

available.For intercomparison,
the level 2« closurescheme
was replacedin the model with a constanteddy viscosityclosure [e.g., see Kraus, 1972, chapter 6]. Values of KM equal to

models for planetary boundary layers, $. Atmos. Sci., 31, 17911806, 1974.

Mellor, G. L., and T. Yamada, Developmentof a turbulenceclosure
model for geophysicalproblems, Rev. Geophys.Space Phys., 20,
851-875, 1982.
Mercado, A., and J. Van Leer, Near bottom velocity and temperature
profiles observedby Cyclesonde,Geophys.Res. Lett., 3, 633-636,
1976.

Nowell, A. R. M., The benthic boundary layer and sedimenttrans50-150 cm:/s were used.Thesesimulationsunderestimated port, Rev. Geophys.SpacePhys.,21, 1181-1192, 1983.
speedand overestimated
veeringwith valuesgenerally
lying Preller, R., and J. J. O'Brien, The influenceof bottom topography on
upwellingoff Peru, $. Phys.Oceangr.,10, 1377-1398, 1980.
outside experimental error limits. It is clear that vertically
Rowe, G. T., The benthic processesof coastal upwelling ecosystems,
varying eddy viscosityis an essentialelementfor bottom vein Coastal Upwelling,edited by F. A. Richards,pp. 464-472, AGU,
locity prediction.
Washington,D.C., 1981.
The evaluation of the general applicability of second Smith, J. D., and S. R. McLean, Boundary layer adjustmentsto
bottom topography and suspendedsediment,in Bottom Turbumoment turbulenceclosuremodelswill requiresimulationsof
lence,edited by J. C. J. Nihoul, pp. 123-151, Elsevier,New York,
lessrestrictivedata sets.High vertical resolutiontime seriesof

velocity must be done simultaneouslywithin the logarithmic
layer and the bottom Ekman layer in order to test the ability
of the model to predict bottom stress.At present,turbulence
closuremodelsapplied to the bottom boundary layer do not
explicitlyaccountfor inertial or internal wave interactionwith
the bottom boundary layer or coherent structuresand intermittency. Nonetheless,the present results along with those
obtained by other investigatorsdemonstratethe utility of
second moment turbulence closure models when applied to
the bottom boundary layer.

1977.

Smith, R. L., A comparisonof the structureand variability of the flow
field in three coastalupwellingregions:Oregon, northwestAfrica,
and Peru, in Coastal Upwelling,edited by F. A. Richards,pp. 107118, AGU, Washington, D.C., 1981.
Sternberg,R. W., Friction factorsin tidal channelswith differingbed
roughness,Mar. Geol.,6, 243-260, 1968.
Sternberg,R. W., Predictinginitial motion and bedload transport of
sedimentparticlesin the shallowmarine environment,in ShelfSediment Transport,edited by D. J.P. Swift, D. B. Duane, and O. H.
Pilkey, pp. 61-82, Dowden, Hutchinson, and Ross, Stroudsburg,
Pa., 1972.

Van Leer, J. C., Progressreport on Cyclesondedevelopmentand use,

UM-RSMAS, 74029, Univ. of Miami, Miami, Fla., 1974.
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